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Proposal for correction of the narrower element hierarchy in
Manifestation: manufacturer agent (etc.) and its inverses
Prepared by Daniel Paradis, Translations Team Liaison Officer

Abstract
This proposal corrects the narrower element hierarchy for 8 elements within Manifestation:
manufacturer agent. For consistency, a parallel action extends the same change to the other elements
in the “agent” hierarchy—Collective Agent, Corporate Body, Family, and Person—and to their inverses.
Thus, this hierarchy change affects a total of 80 elements. Definitions for some, but not all, elements are
revised to be consistent with this change in hierarchy.
These changes will be made in the Registry, which will propagate to the Toolkit. These changes do not
affect any instructions in RDA text.
The Technical Team Liaison Officer has reviewed this proposal.

Background
The narrower elements of Manifestation: manufacturer agent in the March 2022 release of RDA Toolkit
are:
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Eight elements highlighted above in this list are incorrectly placed in this hierarchy; this proposal moves
them to their correct broader element. This action also applies to the other elements in the “agent”
family—Collective Agent, Corporate Body, Family, and Person—and to their inverses, as shown in the
tables below.

Justification
The definition of Manifestation: manufacturer agent (March 2022 release) is:
An agent who is responsible for printing, duplicating, casting, or other method of manufacturing
a published manifestation.
For 7 of the 8 manifestation elements being addressed in this proposal (except papermaker agent), the
definition for each specifies that the element applies to an “agent who is responsible for manufacturing
a manifestation”.
A closer analysis reveals that, even though the agents contribute somehow to the manifestation, they
are not actually responsible for manufacturing it.
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For example, a book designer is responsible for the design of a book but does not actually manufacture
it. The book design is not embodied into a manifestation until it is actually printed. The printer is
therefore the manufacturer.
Collotypers, engravers, etchers, lithographers, platemakers and printmakers are responsible for
preparing plates that are later used for printing, but not for the printing itself. The manifestation does
not come into being until the plates are actually used for printing. (For art prints, artists often create the
design, prepare the plate and make the prints themselves, but these are separate processes that are not
necessarily always performed by the same person. BAnQ has a large collection of art prints, which are
submitted to legal deposit, and in these cases, we use three different elements even though the same
person is responsible for all functions.)
This is even more obvious for a papermaker, whose definition does not use the wording used for agents
“responsible for manufacturing a manifestation”.
In Appendix I of the original Toolkit, these elements were listed at I.4.1, Relationship Designators for
Manufacturer, but this location was a mistake because, according to RDA 21.6, they should have been
under a separate category for Other Agent Associated with Manifestation, which however never existed.
The element other agent associated with a manifestation was defined thus:
An agent other than a producer, publisher, distributor, or manufacturer associated with a
manifestation.
Book designers, platemakers, etc., are included.
The four examples that illustrate the instruction include access points for a book designer, a
lithographer, a collotyper (who made the collotype plates) and a braille embosser.
(Braille embosser agent is not included in this proposal because further analysis is necessary to
determine the correct placement in the hierarchy or whether a single element is sufficient. Braille books
used to be printed using embossed metal plates. In this case, a braille embosser is similar to a
platemaker and is not responsible for the printing. Today, braille books can be produced by special
impact printers, using braille translation software. In that case, the embosser plays the role of printer
and is indeed responsible for manufacturing the manifestation.)
It seems therefore that the analysis of these elements was correct in the original Toolkit but that this
analysis was not reflected accurately in Appendix I.
For the following elements and their inverses, which relate to printmaking:
collotyper agent
engraver agent
etcher agent
lithographer agent
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the hierarchy could be further refined. There are three possible methods for preparing a printing
surface: relief, intaglio, and planographic. The printmaker elements are defined as agents who make “a
relief, intaglio, or planographic printing surface.” The four elements mentioned above can be connected
to one or two of these methods: collotype and lithography are planographic processes, etching is an
intaglio process and engraving can be either a relief or an intaglio process, depending on the material
and the technique used. Consequently, these elements should be narrower elements of the printmaker
elements. This is corroborated by the hierarchy used in the Art & Architecture Thesaurus:

http://www.getty.edu/vow/AATHierarchy?find=printmakers&logic=AND&note=&page=1&subjectid=30
0025164
(In the AAT, printmakers are in the artists hierarchy, as creators, whereas RDA sees them as involved at
the manifestation level. AAT is still useful in showing how the concepts are related to each other.)

Impact
Although numerous, these changes are a minor correction intended to sharpen precision and are not
expected to have significant impact on current cataloguing.
This proposal would have no impact on the Policy Statement writers. There would be minor impact on
translators, who would need to update the changed definitions in the Registry.
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Summary of recommendations
Elements moved out of the manufacturer agent hierarchy:
Recommendation #1: Correct the broader element and some definitions for book designer agent and its
inverses.
Recommendation #2: Correct the broader element for papermaker agent and its inverses.
Recommendation #3: Correct the broader element and some definitions for platemaker agent and its
inverses.
Recommendation #4: Correct the broader element and some definitions for printmaker agent and its
inverses.

Elements moved into the printmaker agent hierarchy:
Recommendation #5: Correct the broader element and some definitions for collotyper agent and its
inverses.
Recommendation #6: Correct the broader element and some definitions for engraver agent and its
inverses.
Recommendation #7: Correct the broader element and some definitions for etcher agent and its
inverses.
Recommendation #8: Correct the broader element and some definitions for lithographer agent and its
inverses
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Recommendation #1: Correct the broader element and some definitions for book designer agent and
its inverses.
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

1a

Manifestation:
book designer
agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by being responsible for the
entire graphic design of a book,
including arrangement of type
and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
related agent of
manifestation

1b

Manifestation:
book designer
collective agent

A collective agent who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by being
collective agent
responsible for the entire
graphic design of a book,
including arrangement of type
and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.

Manifestation:
related collective
agent of
manifestation

1c

Manifestation:
book designer
corporate body

A corporate body who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by being
corporate body
responsible for the entire
graphic design of a book,
including arrangement of type
and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.

Manifestation:
related corporate
body of
manifestation

1d

Manifestation:
book designer
family

A family who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by being responsible for the
entire graphic design of a book,
including arrangement of type
and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
related family of
manifestation

1e

Manifestation:
book designer
person

A person who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by being responsible for the
entire graphic design of a book,
including arrangement of type

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
related person of
manifestation
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.
1f

Agent : book
designer agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
the entire graphic design of a
book, including arrangement of
type and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.
[No change]

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: related
manifestation of
agent

1g

Collective
Agent : book
designer
collective agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for the entire graphic
design of a book, including
arrangement of type and
illustration, choice of materials,
and process used. [No change]

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
related
manifestation of
collective agent

1h

Corporate
Body : book
designer
corporate body
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for the entire graphic
design of a book, including
arrangement of type and
illustration, choice of materials,
and process used. [No change]

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
related
manifestation of
corporate body

1i

Family : book
designer family
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for the
entire graphic design of a book,
including arrangement of type
and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.
[No change]

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: related
manifestation of
family

1j

Person : book
designer
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
the entire graphic design of a
book, including arrangement of
type and illustration, choice of
materials, and process used.
[No change]

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: related
manifestation of
person
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Recommendation #2: Correct the broader element for papermaker agent and its inverses.
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition [No
change for these elements]

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

2a

Manifestation:
papermaker
agent

An agent who is responsible for
the production of paper used to
manufacture a manifestation.
[No change]

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
related agent of
manifestation

2b

Manifestation:
papermaker
collective agent

A collective agent who is
responsible for the production
of paper used to manufacture a
manifestation. [No change]

Manifestation:
manufacturer
collective agent

Manifestation:
related collective
agent of
manifestation

2c

Manifestation:
papermaker
corporate body

A corporate body who is
responsible for the production
of paper used to manufacture a
manifestation. [No change]

Manifestation:
manufacturer
corporate body

Manifestation:
related corporate
body of
manifestation

2d

Manifestation:
papermaker
family

A family who is responsible for
the production of paper used to
manufacture a manifestation.
[No change]

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
related family of
manifestation

2e

Manifestation:
papermaker
person

A person who is responsible for
the production of paper used to
manufacture a manifestation.
[No change]

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
related person of
manifestation

2f

Agent:
papermaker
agent of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
producing paper. [No change]

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: related
manifestation of
agent

2g

Collective
Agent:
papermaker
collective agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for producing paper. [No
change]

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
related
manifestation of
collective agent

2h

Corporate
Body:
papermaker

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for producing paper. [No
change]

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
related
manifestation of
corporate body
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition [No
change for these elements]

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

corporate body
of
2i

Family:
papermaker
family of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for
producing paper. [No change]

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: related
manifestation of
family

2j

Person:
papermaker
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
producing paper. [No change]

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: related
manifestation of
person
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Recommendation #3: Correct the broader element and some definitions for platemaker agent and its
inverses.
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

3a

Manifestation:
platemaker
agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by preparing plates used in the
production of printed images or
text.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
related agent of
manifestation

3b

Manifestation:
platemaker
collective agent

A collective agent who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by preparing
collective agent
plates used in the production of
printed images or text.

Manifestation:
related collective
agent of
manifestation

3c

Manifestation:
platemaker
corporate body

A corporate body who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by preparing
corporate body
plates used in the production of
printed images or text.

Manifestation:
related corporate
body of
manifestation

3d

Manifestation:
platemaker
family

A family who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by preparing plates used in the
production of printed images or
text.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
related family of
manifestation

3e

Manifestation:
platemaker
person

A person who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by preparing plates used in the
production of printed images or
text.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
related person of
manifestation

3f

Agent:
platemaker
agent of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
preparing plates used in the
production of printed images or
text. [No change]

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: related
manifestation of
agent

3g

Collective
Agent:
platemaker

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for preparing plates used

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
related
manifestation of
collective agent
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

collective agent
of

in the production of printed
images or text. [No change]

3h

Corporate
Body:
platemaker
corporate body
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for preparing plates used
in the production of printed
images or text. [No change]

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
related
manifestation of
corporate body

3i

Family:
platemaker
family of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for
preparing plates used in the
production of printed images or
text. [No change]

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: related
manifestation of
family

3j

Person:
platemaker
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
preparing plates used in the
production of printed images or
text. [No change]

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: related
manifestation of
person
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Recommendation #4: Correct the broader element and some definitions for printmaker agent and its
inverses.
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

4a

Manifestation:
printmaker
agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by making a relief, intaglio, or
planographic printing surface.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
related agent of
manifestation

4b

Manifestation:
printmaker
collective agent

A collective agent who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by making a
collective agent
relief, intaglio, or planographic
printing surface.

Manifestation:
related collective
agent of
manifestation

4c

Manifestation:
printmaker
corporate body

A corporate body who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by making a
corporate body
relief, intaglio, or planographic
printing surface.

Manifestation:
related corporate
body of
manifestation

4d

Manifestation:
printmaker
family

A family who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by making a relief, intaglio, or
planographic printing surface.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
related family of
manifestation

4e

Manifestation:
printmaker
person

A person who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by making a relief, intaglio, or
planographic printing surface.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
related person of
manifestation

4f

Agent:
printmaker
agent of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
making a relief, intaglio, or
planographic printing surface.
[No change]

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: related
manifestation of
agent

4g

Collective
Agent:
printmaker
collective agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for making a relief,
intaglio, or planographic
printing surface. [No change]

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
related
manifestation of
collective agent
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

4h

Corporate
Body:
printmaker
corporate body
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for making a relief,
intaglio, or planographic
printing surface. [No change]

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
related
manifestation of
corporate body

4i

Family:
printmaker
family of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for
making a relief, intaglio, or
planographic printing surface.
[No change]

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: related
manifestation of
family

4j

Person:
printmaker
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
making a relief, intaglio, or
planographic printing surface.
[No change]

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: related
manifestation of
person
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Recommendation #5: Correct the broader element and some definitions for collotyper agent and its
inverses.
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

5a

Manifestation:
collotyper
agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
printmaker agent

5b

Manifestation:
collotyper
collective agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
collective agent

Manifestation:
printmaker
collective agent

5c

Manifestation:
collotyper
corporate body

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
corporate body

Manifestation:
printmaker
corporate body
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

5d

Manifestation:
collotyper
family

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
printmaker family

5e

Manifestation:
collotyper
person

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
printmaker person

5f

Agent:
collotyper
agent of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: printmaker
agent of

5g

Collective
Agent:
collotyper
collective agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for using a
photomechanical process for
making prints directly from
preparing a hardened film of

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
printmaker
collective agent of
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

gelatin or other colloid that has
ink-receptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.
5h

Corporate
Body:
collotyper
corporate body
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for using a
photomechanical process for
making prints directly from
preparing a hardened film of
gelatin or other colloid that has
ink-receptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
printmaker
corporate body of

5i

Family:
collotyper
family of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for
using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: printmaker
family of

5j

Person:
collotyper
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
using a photomechanical
process for making prints
directly from preparing a
hardened film of gelatin or
other colloid that has inkreceptive and ink-repellent
surfaces and that is used to
make prints using a
photomechanical process.

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: printmaker
person of
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Recommendation #6: Correct the broader element and some definitions for engraver agent and its
inverses.
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

6a

Manifestation:
engraver agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by cutting letters, figures, or
other marks on a surface such
as a wooden or metal plate
used for printing.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
printmaker agent

6b

Manifestation:
engraver
collective agent

A collective agent who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by cutting
collective agent
letters, figures, or other marks
on a surface such as a wooden
or metal plate used for printing.

Manifestation:
printmaker
collective agent

6c

Manifestation:
engraver
corporate body

A corporate body who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by cutting
corporate body
letters, figures, or other marks
on a surface such as a wooden
or metal plate used for printing.

Manifestation:
printmaker
corporate body

6d

Manifestation:
engraver family

A family who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by cutting letters, figures, or
other marks on a surface such
as a wooden or metal plate
used for printing.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
printmaker family

6e

Manifestation:
engraver
person

A person who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by cutting letters, figures, or
other marks on a surface such
as a wooden or metal plate
used for printing.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
printmaker person

6f

Agent:
engraver agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
cutting letters, figures, etc., on

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: printmaker
agent of
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

a surface such as a wooden or
metal plate used for printing.
[No change]
6g

Collective
Agent:
engraver
collective agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for cutting letters,
figures, etc., on a surface such
as a wooden or metal plate
used for printing. [No change]

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
printmaker
collective agent of

6h

Corporate
Body: engraver
corporate body
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for cutting letters, figures,
etc., on a surface such as a
wooden or metal plate used for
printing. [No change]

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
printmaker
corporate body of

6i

Family:
engraver family
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for
cutting letters, figures, etc., on
a surface such as a wooden or
metal plate used for printing.
[No change]

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: printmaker
family of

6j

Person:
engraver
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
cutting letters, figures, etc., on
a surface such as a wooden or
metal plate used for printing.
[No change]

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: printmaker
person of
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Recommendation #7: Correct the broader element and some definitions for etcher agent and its
inverses.
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

7a

Manifestation:
etcher agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by subjecting metal, glass, or
some other surface used for
printing, to acid or another
corrosive substance.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
printmaker agent

7b

Manifestation:
etcher
collective agent

A collective agent who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by subjecting
collective agent
metal, glass, or some other
surface used for printing, to
acid or another corrosive
substance.

Manifestation:
printmaker
collective agent

7c

Manifestation:
etcher
corporate body

A corporate body who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by subjecting
corporate body
metal, glass, or some other
surface used for printing, to
acid or another corrosive
substance.

Manifestation:
printmaker
corporate body

7d

Manifestation:
etcher family

A family who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by subjecting metal, glass, or
some other surface used for
printing, to acid or another
corrosive substance.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
printmaker family

7e

Manifestation:
etcher person

A person who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by subjecting metal, glass, or
some other surface used for
printing, to acid or another
corrosive substance.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
printmaker person
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

7f

Agent: etcher
agent of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
subjecting metal, glass, or some
other surface used for printing,
to acid or another corrosive
substance. [No change]

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: printmaker
agent of

7g

Collective
Agent: etcher
collective agent
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for subjecting metal,
glass, or some other surface
used for printing, to acid or
another corrosive substance.
[No change]

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
printmaker
collective agent of

7h

Corporate
Body: etcher
corporate body
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for subjecting metal,
glass, or some other surface
used for printing, to acid or
another corrosive substance.
[No change]

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
printmaker
corporate body of

7i

Family: etcher
family of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for
subjecting metal, glass, or some
other surface used for printing,
to acid or another corrosive
substance. [No change]

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: printmaker
family of

7j

Person: etcher
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
subjecting metal, glass, or some
other surface used for printing,
to acid or another corrosive
substance. [No change]

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: printmaker
person of
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Recommendation #8: Correct the broader element and some definitions for lithographer agent and
its inverses
Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

8a

Manifestation:
lithographer
agent

An agent who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by preparing a stone or plate
for lithographic printing.

Manifestation:
manufacturer
agent

Manifestation:
printmaker agent

A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
8b

Manifestation:
lithographer
collective agent

A collective agent who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by preparing a
collective agent
stone or plate for lithographic
printing.

Manifestation:
printmaker
collective agent

A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
8c

Manifestation:
lithographer
corporate body

A corporate body who is
Manifestation:
responsible for manufacturing a manufacturer
manifestation by preparing a
corporate body
stone or plate for lithographic
printing.

Manifestation:
printmaker
corporate body

A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
8d

Manifestation:
lithographer
family

A family who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by preparing a stone or plate
for lithographic printing.
A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design

Manifestation:
manufacturer
family

Manifestation:
printmaker family
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Rec
no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

Manifestation:
manufacturer
person

Manifestation:
printmaker person

Agent:
manufacturer
agent of

Agent: printmaker
agent of

Collective Agent:
manufacturer
collective agent of

Collective Agent:
printmaker
collective agent of

Corporate Body:
manufacturer
corporate body of

Corporate Body:
printmaker
corporate body of

directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
8e

Manifestation:
lithographer
person

A person who is responsible for
manufacturing a manifestation
by preparing a stone or plate
for lithographic printing.
A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.

8f

8g

8h

Agent:
lithographer
agent of

Collective
Agent:
lithographer
collective agent
of

Corporate
Body:
lithographer
corporate body
of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of an agent for
preparing a stone or plate for
lithographic printing.
A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
[No change]
A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a collective
agent for preparing a stone or
plate for lithographic printing.
A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
[No change]
A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a corporate
body for preparing a stone or
plate for lithographic printing.
A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
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no

Element label

Change in definition

Current broader
element

Proposed new
broader element

Family:
manufacturer
family of

Family: printmaker
family of

Person:
manufacturer
person of

Person: printmaker
person of

which printing will be done.
[No change]
8i

Family:
lithographer
family of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a family for
preparing a stone or plate for
lithographic printing.
A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
[No change]

8j

Person:
lithographer
person of

A manifestation that involves a
responsibility of a person for
preparing a stone or plate for
lithographic printing.
A lithographer includes a
graphic artist creating a design
directly on the surface from
which printing will be done.
[No change]

